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Dickens adopts an abundance of examples with various
colloquial phrases and expression in his works. Storm and
George Gissing also admit that Dickens’ language is very
idiomatic. In order to deeply understand Dickens’ language
as well as his works, one of the best ways is to study idioms
which Dickens uses in his letters and novels. The late Dr.
Tadao Yamamoto tried to compile a Dickens Lexicon, studying Dickens’ language, and in particular idioms.

3. The Dickens Lexicon Online
The Dickens Lexicon is designed as a web-based reference resource. Users will
be able to search and retrieve lexical data (an idiom, its word class, deﬁnition,
source, and quotation), stored in the original card database of the approximately 60,000 indexed entries without installing extra software (apart from a
web browser) on their computers. The lexicon will also be implemented with a
multifunctional information retrieval system.

The Dickens Lexicon will
be accessible from smart
phones and iPads as well
as from computers!

1.History

Idioms are expressions which are delimitable units of a language, which may
The late Dr. Yamamoto at work in his study at Hiraoka, Osaka.

• He did, however, write an “Introduction” to it in the early spring of 1944, and in
the same year presented it as a doctoral thesis to the University of Tokyo under
the title of Growth and System of the Language of Dickens: An Introduction to A
Dickens Lexicon. * The third edition (2003: ISBN978-4-87440-775-2/ISBN487440-775) was published by Keisuisha, Japan.
• In 1948 Dr. Yamamoto organised the ﬁrst joint research
project for the compilation of A Dickens Lexicon, which
was granted a Government Subsidy for Scientiﬁc Research by the Department of Education for 1948.

happen to be single sounds, single words, phrases, or sentences. Delimitation
takes place according to the linguistic sense of those who use the language as
their mother tongue, this sense being at once psychological, social and historical. These three elements are uniﬁed in the sense of peculiar familiarity, which
may or may not be strange to those who do not use it as their native language.
(Growth and System of the Language of Dickens: 394)
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• Having realised the limitations and diﬃculties of this
joint research, Yamamoto reorganised the project with
a reduced team of researchers. However, this second
joint project did not bear fruits either.
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• Yamamoto died in 1991 without seeing the project
completed.
The New Dickens Lexicon project was launched in 1998 by
a research group of twenty scholars whose ultimate aim
has been to compile the Dickens Lexicon from the approximately 60,000 cards
Dr. Tadao Yamamoto (1904-91) elaborately drew up and left to us. The Dickens
Lexicon is expected to be released as the “Dickens Lexicon Online” on an Internet website with a multifunctional search engine. This poster provides an introduction to the Dickens Lexicon project, including its practical use for research.
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Yamamoto’s original hand-writing: “board”
An initial digitisation phase: Data entry into a FileMaker database

0
1833_SB
1836_PP
1837a_OEP
1837b_OT
1838_NN
1840a_MHC
1840b_OCS
1841_BR
1842_AN
1843-8_CB
1843_MC
1846a_PFI
1846b_DS
1849_DC
1851_CHE
1852_BH
1854_HT
1855_LD
1856_RPR
1859_TTC
1860a_UT
1860b_GE
1864_OMF
1870_ED
18_Defoe_CaptSingleton
18_Defoe_Jnl_of_Prague_Yr
18_Defoe_Military_Memoir
18_Defoe_Moll_Flanders
18_Defoe_RCrusoe
18_Fielding_Journey_from_t2n_World
18_Fielding_Amelia
18_Fielding_Jonathan_Wild
18_Fielding_JAndrews
18_Fielding_Tom_Jones
18_Goldsmith_Vicar
18_Richardson_Clarissa
18_Smollet_PP
18_Smollett_FCF
18_Smollett_HC
18_Smollett_LG
18_Smollett_RR
18_Smollett_TFI
18_Smollett_AA
18_Sterne_Sentimental
18_Sterne_Tristram_Shandy
18_Swift_Gulliver
18_Swift_Journal2Stella
19_ABronte_AgnesGrey
19_Austen_Emma
19_Austen_MansPark
19_Austen_Northanger
19_Austen_Persuasion
19_Austen_Pride
19_Austen_Sense
19_CBronte_Jane_Eyr
19_CBronte_The_Professor
19_CBronte_Villette
19_Collins_After_Dark
19_Collins_Moonstone
19_Collins_Woman_in_White
19_EBronte_WH
19_Eliot_AdamBd
19_Eliot_Brother Jacob
19_Eliot_DanDrnd
19_Eliot_MdlMrch
19_Eliot_Silas Marner
19_Eliot_Mill on the Floss
19_Gaskell_Cranford
19_Gaskell_Mary_Barton
19_Gaskell_Sylvia's_Lovers
19_Thackeray_Barry_Lyndon
19_Thackeray_Vanity
19_Trollope_BachesterTowers
19_Trollope_Can_You_Firgive_Her
19_Trollope_DrThorne
19_Trollope_EustaceDiamonds
19_Trollope_PhineasFinn
19_Trollope_Warden

• It was not until the beginning
of World War II that Dr. Tadao
Yamamoto ﬁrst established in
his mind a plan for the compilation of the Dickens Lexicon; the
earliest idea of which was suggested in Studies in English Literature (Vol. XIII, No. 3, 1943).
• As the war situation turned
progressively worse, he decided
to leave the completion of the
Lexicon for a future date.

1833_SB ... n the most urgent manner at the door of the powdered-headed old gentleman at No. 3, and when the powdered-headed …
1833_SB ... headed old gentleman at No. 3, and when the powdered-headed old gentleman, who thought one of his married daughte ...
1833_SB ... was of a very different character from the troublesome single gentleman who had just quitted it. He was a tall ...
1833_SB ... ather a military appearance. So unlike the roystering single gentleman. Such insinuating manners, and such a ...
1833_SB
... her at the corner of Farringdon-street, the little old gentleman grumbles, and suggests to the latter, t ...
1833_SB
... retty considerable height, when at last the loquacious little gentleman, making a mental calculation of the dis ...
1833_SB ... creased admiration every time; and even the funny old gentleman began singing. His song had properly s ...
1833_SB ... action, and greatly to the annoyance of the lame old gentleman over the way; and a constant correspond ...
1833_SB
... or the presence of a third party! Even the facetious young gentleman would have been a relief. </p> <p>Miss ...
1833_SB ... extraordinary circumstance!" ejaculated the same old gentleman, preserving his listening attitude. </p ...
1864_OMF ... e private and confidential comment fromthe mature young gentleman ~~ his gloom deepens to that degree tha ...
1864_OMF ... going to be married (powder and all) to the mature young gentleman, and she is to be married from the Vene ...
1864_OMF ... eem that both the mature young lady andthe mature young gentleman must indubitably be Veneering's oldest ...
1864_OMF ... e light of a sister, and Alfred Lammle (the mature young gentleman) in the light of a brother. Twemlow ha ...
1864_OMF ... tle Georgiana, also under inspection by the same gingerous gentleman, sits Fledgeby. Oftener than twice ...
1864_OMF ... ok." Here Miss Lavinia descended onthe ill-starred young gentleman with a crushing supposition that at all ...
1864_OMF ... n. I beg your pardon. Yes." Again the little dried gentleman put his hand to his forehead, and again ...
1864_OMF ... ain for any sign of permission to spare the poor little gentleman. No. Mr Fledgeby meant him to be rack ...
1864_OMF ... e new complication. ``Really," says the uneasy little gentleman, ``really, Mrs Lammle, I should take it ...
1864_OMF ... onfidence?" ``I must confess," says the mild little gentleman, coming to his answer by degrees, ``tha ...
1864_OMF ... But, six o'clock in the evening finds the worthy little gentleman getting better, and also getting himsel ...
1860_GE
... s Estella." ``Come and fight," said the pale young gentleman. What could I do but follow him? I ...
1860_GE ... mind grew very uneasy on the subject of the pale young gentleman. The more I thought of the fight, and r ...
1860_GE
... re I thought of the fight, and recalled the pale young gentleman on his back in various stages of puffy ...
1860_GE
... ething would be done to me. I felt that the pale young gentleman's blood was on my head, and that the La ...
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1860_GE ... of night. I had cut my knuckles against the pale young gentleman's teeth, and I twisted my imagination i ...
1860_GE
... imony to my confidence in the spirit of the pale young gentleman, that I never imagined \ him \ access ...
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1860_GE ... Perhaps, I might have told Joe about the pale young gentleman, if I had not previously been betrayed ...
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1860_GE
... hat Joe could hardly fail to discern in the pale young gentleman, an appropriate passenger to be put int ...
1860_GE ... if he had been of no more account than the pale young gentleman, was very soon among the coal-dust, and ...

In addition to the indexed entries, the lexicon will make it possible to retrieve
frequency information on lexical items (from single words to phrases, including multi-word units) drawing upon the full corpus of Dickens’ texts and an
additional set of major 18th and 19th century ﬁctional texts. A range of functions such as concordance display, sort capability, and distribution chart will
be available in a user-friendly interface. Therefore, a close scrutiny of idioms
appearing in the Dickens Lexicon with a multifunctional information retrieval
system will not only make us aware of the ways idioms provided an important
characteristic in Dickens’ usage of English, compared with those in other major
18th and 19th century ﬁctional texts, but will also provide insights into the
characteristic structure of idiomaticity in the English language as well.

